Designing the Future of
New York City Transit

How a design sprint produced a
comprehensive plan to turn around one of
the world’s most complex transit systems

The Challenge

A Transit System in Crisis

A Clear, Comprehensive, Co-Created Roadmap

How do you rapidly
develop a bold but
credible multibillion-dollar plan
to solve a complex
challenge affecting
millions of people?

Decades of under-investment in infrastructure, worsening gridlock,
and relentless use have taken their toll on America’s largest transit
system. In July 2017, Governor Andrew M. Cuomo declared transit in
NYC to be in a state of emergency.

The Fast Forward Plan articulates four equal priorities,
each of which is grounded in three shared foundations.
Each section of the plan features specific initiatives.

24/7/365

service

472

stations

2.4 billion

annual ridership

The Plan includes:

2 million

people carried by bus daily

50,000
employees

A Design-Based Approach to Strategic Planning

Fast Forward:

We will deliver on four equal priorities by
grounding everything we do in our
foundations of Agility & Accountability,
Safety, Security & Resiliency, and Customer
Service & Communication.

Priorities &
Foundations

•

A top-to-bottom organizational transformation

•

Widespread subway improvements to be achieved more
than 4x faster than previously scheduled

Transform
the Subway

•

An exponential increase in the rate at which the system
is being made accessible to those with disabilities

Agility & Accountability

•

Specific deliverables, time-bound commitments, and
clear lines of accountability

Reimagine
the Bus
Network

Accelerate
Accessibility

Safety, Security & Resiliency
Customer Service & Communication
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In sharp contrast to a top-down, internally focused
strategic planning process, Bridgeable and MTA New
York City Transit (NYCT) applied a design sprint
approach, including co-creative stakeholder engagement
and rapid prototyping and iteration of the plan. Our
objective was to delelop a plan in just over 6 weeks.

4,200+

employees engaged

29

iterations

Highly impactful stakeholder engagement, strategy,
and design. The end product—a comprehensive
Corporate Plan—perfectly met our needs.
— Andy Byford, President, New York City Transit

Week 1

Week 2

Kickoff &
Alignment

Stakeholder
Engagement

Embedding the
customer perspective
The plan is grounded in the
perspective and needs of
customers. Consultation
sessions were held with
groups who are often
under-represented, such as
customers with visible and
invisible disabilities.

Week 3

Week 4

Prototyping &
Iterating strategy

Breaking down silos
An input process open to any
employee attracted in-person
input from hundreds and digital
input from thousands. Employees
who would not typically interact participated and cross-pollinated their
ideas; senior leaders whose functions are frequently siloed worked
together to prioritize initiatives.

Week 5

Week 6

Validation with Storytelling &
Stakeholders
Packaging

Prototyping and
iterating strategy
The plan was rapidly iterated at
every step to ensure that it both
directly addressed stakeholder
needs and was executable by
NYCT employees. The plan’s
structure was repeatedly
reinvented, and the final version
of the plan went through 29
distinct iterations.

Clarifying complexity
Framing the need for change,
showing the rationale behind
decisions, and simply presenting
complex information were critical.
Clear answers to questions like
“What’s driving our timeline?”
and visualizations of which
subway lines will be updated and
when drove understanding and
support.

Engage &
Empower
Employees
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Fast Forward is about . . . proving to everyone that the MTA
is worth investing in, that any of the billions of dollars they
might give to the transit agency from here on out won’t be
wasted. There is a plan, and it’s a good one.
— Village Voice

Decisive Impact for Customers, Employees, and All New Yorkers
Organizational
culture change
The planning process modeled
the agile approach NYCT
needs to embrace in order
to deliver its ambitious
plan. The “Engage & Empower
Employees” section includes
a range of ideas identified by
employees, including those that
reduce bureaucratic hurdles.

Social good

Customer value

Financial value

As the plan states, NYCT “provides
the most environmentally responsible and economically equitable
way to move millions of people each
day.” The “Accelerate Accessibility”
section was co-created with input
directly from accessibility advocates and people with visible and
invisible disabilities.

Transit and customer advocacy
groups identified needs and
validated key elements of the
plan. The “Customer Service &
Communication” section addresses
both how NYCT engages with
customers during their trip and
how it communicates closures and
changes to the transit system.

The plan’s argument for increased
investment in transit garnered
widespread support by clearly
outlining the reasons funding is
needed and showing exactly how
it will be used. The “Agility &
Accountability” section includes
new policies and processes to
ensure efficient use of funds.
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Fast Forward:
The Plan to Modernize
New York City Transit

Eighteen years into the
twenty-first century
the greatest city in the
world relies on a transit
system in a state of
emergency.
Many of our signals are more than 50 years old.
Our bus routes are from the Cold War.
Our bureaucracy is from another time.
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Every month
the pressure
on our system
grows.

Meanwhile
our customers
feel like all they
do is wait.

Relentless use, heavier
storms, and worsening
gridlock strain infrastructure weakened
by neglect.

On platforms, at bus
stops, on Access-A-Ride
vehicles, crammed into
buses and subway cars,
wondering when and
whether they’ll reach
their destination.
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We can have world-class
transit that is fast,
reliable, and accessible.
Anything less isn’t worthy of the
world’s greatest city.

New York is
depending on us.
Our actions won't just impact New York
today, next month, or next year. How
we move forward will affect New York
100 years from now, just as the original
builders of our subway designed it to last.
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The Fast Forward Plan
will turn transit
in New York around
quickly and safely.
Getting there will require
short-term sacrifices for
long-term gains.
It will be hard for customers. Your bus stop
might change. Your station might close for a
period of time. The line you normally take might
not be available on nights and weekends. But the
inconvenience now will be much less than the
damage done to our communities by a continued
long, slow decline in transit.
It will also be costly. But it will become much,
much more expensive if we wait and fail to address
the underlying issues affecting our system.
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We can't do it alone.
This plan requires
commitment and
cooperation from all
of our stakeholders.
The entire MTA family
State, federal, and
local agencies and
elected officials
Our labor partners
Utilities
The contracting
community
Our customers
All New Yorkers
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Fast Forward:

Priorities &
Foundations
Transform
the Subway

Reimagine
the Bus
Network

We will deliver on four equal priorities by
grounding everything we do in our
foundations of Agility & Accountability,
Safety, Security & Resiliency, and Customer
Service & Communication.

Accelerate
Accessibility

Engage &
Empower
Employees

Agility & Accountability
Safety, Security & Resiliency
Customer Service & Communication
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To continue to allow New York City to attract
business and talent, maintain its economic
vitality, and support the regional economy,
we must increase capacity and improve
reliability. Resignaling lines is critical to
that task.
We propose doing in 10 years what was
previously scheduled to take more than 40,
including major progress in the first 5
years. This means lines that are currently
capacity-constrained will be able to carry
more people, more smoothly and reliably.

Priority

Transform
the Subway

New signal segments · 5 line seg-

New subway cars · Over 650 cars

ments within 5 years · Additional 6 line segments in the following 5 years

within 5 years · Additional 3,000 in the following 5 years

Accountable station management ·

New fare payment system · New

New station management model by end 2018

open fare payment system in 2020

Subway Action Plan · Stabilization
phase complete in 2018
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A higher-capacity,
more reliable
subway system

The Fast Forward Plan will deliver CBTC on
5 lines in 5 years, benefitting 3 million or
54% of riders. Within 10 years, 5 million or
90% of riders will be on resignaled lines.
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Communications-based train control
(CBTC) is a state-of-the-art signal system
that includes new signals and modernized
interlockings. CBTC requires additional
power on some lines, new or upgraded
subway cars, and expanded shops and
yards. It will be a major leap forward for
our system. Trains will be able run closer
together and more reliably, allowing for
future increased capacity.
22 · The Plan to Modernize NYCT
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Complete by year 5
Complete in following 5 years
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Pressing fast forward on CBTC
implementation
We are accelerating the rate of implementation on lines requiring additional capacity
or signal replacement by more than 3 times
— the fastest we can go without closing
major subway lines 24 hours a day, seven
days a week, for months at a time.

From more than 40 years
to less than 10
First 5 Years

Cumulative #
of riders on
resignaled lines

54% of riders

90% of riders

Approach to
Closures

• Maintain weekday service
• Continuous night and weekend closures for up to 2.5 years
per line
• Express and local closed simultaneously on lines with
express and local service
• Alternate bus service when needed

The more we close the subway, the faster we can work. But we still need to ensure
people can get where they need to go. This means working on nights and weekends instead of closing on weekdays, when the subway is most crowded.
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5 million

• 4 5 6 – 149 St-Grand
Concourse to Nevins St
• E F M R – Jamaica 179
St and Jamaica Center
Parsons Archer to 50 St
• F – Church Av to West 8
St NY Aquarium
• A C E – Columbus Circle
to Jay St MetroTech
• G – Court Sq to Hoyt
Schermerhorn
• 7 – Flushing Main St to
34 St-Hudson Yards

Even with unlimited funding, there are limits to how quickly we can transform the subway, though emerging technologies such as ultra-wideband
could, if proven, reduce our timeline further. There are three key factors
driving the timing of this Plan:

We need time to do proper planning, design, and procurement and, where
necessary, to get permits for street work or acquire property. We can’t move
so quickly that we increase risk of cost overruns, missed deadlines, or unsafe
conditions.

3 million

Lines upgraded

What's driving our timeframe?

To benefit from modernized signals, we need thousands of new or refurbished
subway cars. We will challenge the industry to help us meet our goal. This Plan
stretches industry capacity to the limit and places heavy reliance on a limited
number of subway car manufacturers.

Following 5 Years

• 1 2 3 – Jackson Av to
Atlantic Av – Barclays Ctr
• B D F M – 59 St
Columbus Circle and 21 St
Queensbridge to Dekalb Av
and Jay St MetroTech
• A C – Jay St MetroTech to
Ozone Park Lefferts Blvd
• A S – Rockaway Blvd to
Far Rockaway Mott Av and
Rockaway Park Beach 116 St
• N Q R W – Queensboro
Plaza to Dekalb Av
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Upgrade critical infrastructure
Why? Because outdated infrastructure causes delays and
frustrates our customers. In contrast, state-of-the-art
communications-based train control (CBTC) delivers greater
reliability and allows for future capacity growth.

Drill down for immediate reliability
improvements, expanding on
Subway Action Plan initiatives
Why? Because even without big infrastructure improvements, there are things we can do today to improve
reliability and lessen wait time for our customers.
Done in 2018

?

Improve our process to identify root causes behind
subway incidents so we can prioritize the most
critical problems, building on work underway as part
of the Subway Action Plan.

>

Review potential route changes to reduce reliance
on critical interlockings.

>

Review and revise service management strategies
to improve running times.

>

Identify locations where signal modifications have
reduced running times and optimize service while
maintaining safety.

Update and increase the size of our subway fleet to
be CBTC-ready, by both replacing cars and upgrading existing cars. In 10 years, all cars will be CBTCequipped. We will also evaluate opportunities for
open-gangway designs.

>

Work with the NYC Police Department and the NYC
Fire Department Bureau of Emergency Medical
Services to address police incidents and medical
emergencies while keeping the system moving.

Replace and refurbish other critical infrastructure
and facilities, including shops and yards.

?

Foundations
>
Foundations
Agility &
Accountability
Simplify and speed up
procurement (p. 57)
Single-point
accountability for project
scope, budget, and
schedule (p. 57)

>

>

Safety, Security &
Resiliency
Protective measures
against flooding (p. 67)
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>

Accelerate the pace of signal upgrades to fit CBTC
on 5 lines in 5 years, including using proven signaling technology with minimal interfaces for faster
installation. If tests of innovative approaches such as
ultra-wideband technology prove viable in our system,
these timeframes may be reduced.
Upgrade and increase our power systems where
needed to support the greater volume of trains CBTC
will allow and bring all outdated power to a state of
good repair in 10 years.

Agility &
Accountability
Improved subway
performance dashboard
(p. 58)

Done in 2018

Implement new approaches to keep the track bed
clean and prevent track fires, including the introduction of special vacuum cars.
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Revitalize the station
experience
Reorient maintenance to “fix
before failure”

Why? Our 472 NYCT stations and 21 Staten Island Railway
stations have served us well, but 3 out of every 4 stations
have elements in serious need of repair.
Done in 2018

Why? Because pro-actively monitoring, managing and
maintaining our assets, rather than just fixing them once
they break down, can substantially improve reliability. This
holds true for all of our operations.

>

>

>

Practice reliability-based maintenance across all disciplines,
including increased data-driven decision-making regarding
maintenance requirements.
Transition from fragmented paper-based processes to
an integrated enterprise asset management system by
automating data collection to facilitate analysis and inform
maintenance planning.
Provide the training and tools that staff need such as mobile
devices that can both record the state of assets and provide upto-the-minute information for better decision-making.

Foundations

?

Introduce a new station management model that
appoints a Group Station Manager for stations in the
same geographic area to ensure clear accountability
for all aspects of a station, from cleanliness to
customer service.

>

Advance work to bring stations to a state of good
repair. Work on more than 150 stations in the next 5
years, with an additional 150 in the following 5 year
period.

>

Introduce a new state-of-the-art fare payment
system so customers throughout the bus, subway,
and paratransit system can tap-and-go, including
smart cards that can be purchased with cash.

>

Redeploy staff to provide more mobile, proactive
customer support throughout stations.

Customer Service
& Communication
Revamped customer
service training (p. 71)
New customer information screens (p. 72)
Safety, Security &
Resiliency
Collaborate with NYPD
on Neighborhood
Policing in stations (p. 65)

Done in 2018

Done in 2018

?

Focus on enhanced preventative maintenance of critical
switches that impact multiple subway lines.
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?

Enhance our cleanliness regimen including
targeting stations for deep cleaning.
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Enable the completion of
more work, faster
Why? Because we have a lot of work to do to modernize the
system and improve service.
>

Increase coordination of work by conducting multiple repair, cleaning, and/or maintenance projects simultaneously wherever
possible.

>

Review processes, protocols, and
technology surrounding track access to
maximize work time, make best use of available resources, and ensure worker safety,
while balancing the impact on customers.
This includes planning, predictability of
access, and clear resource requirements for
third-party and in-house projects.

>

Increase internal resources to support
construction, including engineering resources and work trains that carry equipment and materials to work sites within the
subway system.

Foundations
Agility &
Accountability
New project planning and
design procedures (p. 56)
Safety, Security &
Resiliency
Increased engagement
with unions and
employees on safety
protocols (p. 64)
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New York City
Transit stands at
a crossroads.
The Governor’s 2017 declaration of a state of
emergency brought into stark focus the challenges
facing a transit system carrying record ridership on
increasingly unreliable infrastructure.
The Fast Forward Plan tackles those challenges
head on. It sets out what needs to be done to meet
our vision of delivering world-class transit to the
world’s greatest city.
This Plan will deliver comprehensive renewal of
our infrastructure in a challenging but feasible
timeframe. It will deliver a dynamic, modern
organization that gets things done and that meets
its commitments.
Most importantly, it will tap the pride and passion of
the 50,000 men and women of NYCT who set out
every day to keep our city moving.

Acknowledgments
The development of the Fast
Forward Plan represents
a new and different way of
working for NYCT. It was
created in consultation with
thousands of stakeholders,
through a process of crossfunctional collaboration,
open and honest
communication, and rapid
iteration.

Thanks to

We’d like to thank everyone
who contributed their
feedback and ideas —
both for their engagement
in the process and for their
support as we work together
to transform transit.

NYC Department of Transportation

4,268 NYCT employees of all levels
who provided input and ideas
The Office of Governor Andrew M.
Cuomo
The MTA Board
Members of our Represented
Employee Advisory Council
Members of our Accessibility
Advocacy Advisory Panel
NYS Department of Transportation

It is time to
move ahead —
fast forward.
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